A ring R is called hypercyclic if every cyclic i?-module has cyclic injective hulL If R is hypercyclic and RIJ artinian, then R is a ring direct sum of matrix rings over local hypercyclic rings. The structure of local hypercyclic rings is studied.
In [l] and [2]
Caldwell has characterized rings R (with 1) such that (i) JB is commutative, and (ii) Every cyclic i?-module has cyclic injective hull. In particular, every such ring has the property (iii) R/J is artinian, where / is the Jacobson radical of R. In § 1, the commutativity condition (i) is dropped, and it is shown that rings satisfying (ii) and (iii) are direct sums of matrix rings over local rings satisfying (ii). In §2 local rings satisfying (ii) are studied. These are, with one possible exception, almost commutative in the sense that xR -Rx for all xeR.
For such rings, CaldwelΓs description in the commutative case goes through. The possible exception would imply the existence of a simple radical ring (without 1 of course) which is not nil and whose right ideals and left ideals are linearly ordered. This is why the word "possible" is inserted.
In this paper, R will denote a ring with 1, and all modules will be unital right iϋ-modules. If M R is a module, E(M R ) will denote the injective hull of M. M R is an essential extension of N R will be denoted MΊΞ2N or N^rM.
Following CaldwelPs terminology in [1] and [2] , R will be called hypercyclic if R satisfies (ii), that is, E(R/I) is cyclic for every right ideal I. The socle of M will be denoted S(M), and R n will denote the ring of n x n matrices over R. R is called regular if every finitely generated right ideal is generated by an idempotent. 1* Hypercyclic rings with chain conditions on R/J* In this section we study hypercyclic rings such that R/J is artinian. Such rings will be called restricted hypercyclic. We do not actually use the full force of R/J artinian; it is equivalent to assume that R is hypercyclic and R/I has ascending chain condition on direct summands for all right ideals I. Thus if R is hypercyclic, the ascending chain condition on (R/J) B will imply R is restricted hypercyclic also. We start by quoting several known results. Proof. By 1.11, R R is injective. Let R/J = ΣίU e<#, fe 11 î <^ m} orthogonal primitive idempotents. By 1.3, there exist {^ 11 î <£ m} orthogonal idempotents of i? such that β 4 + J = e< and 1 = ΣΓ=i β*. By 1.6, e { R Π S(i2) ^ 0. Since e^/ej is indecomposable, so is e,R = JE^Λ Π S(12)). Hence e,i? n S(JB) = S< is simple. By 1.4, eiR/eiJ^βjR/ejJ^Si^Sj.
Proof. ΣΓ~i θ MJMiJ ~ (R/I)/(R/I)J ~RII+J~ (R/J)/(I + J/J).
Hence the correspondence Si<-+E(Si)/E(Si)J is one-to-one between isomorphism classes of simple modules containing a representative S< S S(Λ) and isomorphism classes of modules of the form e^/e^.
Since every simple jβ-module is isomorphic to some βiR/βiJ and the set of isomorphism classes of simples is finite, every isomorphism class of simples contains some S { . If M^ S iQ , E(M) ** e ί0 R. Lemmas 1.14 and 1.15 reduce the study of restricted hypercyclic rings to hypercyclic matrix rings over local rings R\ We will show that, for R' local, (R') n is hypercyclic *=>R' is hypercyclic. LEMMA 
Let R be hypercyclic, R/J a simple R-module. Let F = ΣΓ θ Ru K^ F. Let {N^l^i
Sfybe a family of nonzero independent submodules of F/K. Then k ^ n.
Proof. Let x l9
, x n+1 be any n + 1 elements of F, x t = (fic <lf , x in ).
We will show that {a? { 11 ^ ΐ ^ ^ + 1} is not independent modulo K. If some x { e K, this is immediate, so we may assume XiίK for all i. By 1.10, the right ideals of R are linearly ordered. Hence any finite subset of R, {rj, has a maximum element, that is an r io such that r iQ R^2riR for all ΐ. Clearly we may permute the x t and the order of the summands Ri in F without losing generality. Hence we may assume x n -max {x iά \ 1 ^ i ^ n + 1, 1 ^ j ^ ^}. Let α? ftx n r H , 2 ^ i ^ ^ + 1, and consider the elements x { -x{r u .
These all have zeros in the first component. Then some x id -x u r xi -max {x iSx lά r u \2<^i^n + l,2<.j<^n}, say i -i = 2. Then there exist elements r 2ί , 3 ^ i ^ n + 1 such that {(#* -a^Tii) -(a? 2 -^1^12)^2* I 3 î ^ n + 1} all have zeros in the first two components. Continuing in this manner, and permuting so the largest coefficient is in the k, k position, we get n + 1 -k elements of the form x m -χf =1 x^^ which have zeros in the first k positions. When k -n., we get x n+ι -*Σi*=i χ i 8 i» ~ 0, and since x n+1 g K, this gives a nontrivial dependence of {Xi 11 ^ i ^ n + 1} modulo iΓ. LEMMA B Re is an essential extension of at most n cyclic R fmodules. By the category isomorphism, R/I is an essential extension of a sum of at most n quotients of eR. Hence its injective hull is a direct sum of at most n quotients of eR, and thus a quotient of R.
<=. Let R = {R') n be hypercyclic, e a primitive idempotent, ig 2. Local hypercyclic rings* By Theorem 1.18, hypercyclic rings R such that R/J is semi-simple Artin are ring direct sums of matrix rings over local hypercyclic rings. In this section we study local hypercyclic rings. These turn out to be, with one possible exception, the rings studied by Caldwell in [2], with R commutative replaced by xR = Rx for all xeR. By 1.11, a local hypercyclic ring is right self injective; by 1.10 its right ideals are linearly ordered.
We have the well-known PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M R contain a copy of the injective hull of every simple ϋί-module. Then every right ideal of R is the annihilator of some subset of M. 
. Let I be a right ideal of the local hypercyclic ring R, R^I^S(R).
Then R/I is not injective.
Proof. Since I Φ R,IQJ. Let x e I, x £ S(R). Since the left ideals of R are linearly ordered and S(R) is a two sided ideal, there exists y e R such that 0 Φ yx e S(R). Then xJ = (Ry)
r by 2.4. Since x$S(R),y is not a unit, so yeJ.
We now proceed as in Caldwell is a strictly descending chain of right ideals. Let {y ι R) 1 = J^. Then 7 = (UΓ=o ^) r , where LK~=o Jz* = K is the union of a strictly ascending chain of left ideals if y is not nilpotent. Then K cannot be finitely generated so K -Jz for some zeR by 2.7, and I = i£ r = s'jβ for some z'. Since y{y n R)Qy n R for all n,ylQl. Now z'e/, so s' = yr for some reϋJ. Assume rg/. Then there is an n such that r g y^β, so rR 3 y"ff. Let rs = y n . Then z's = yrs = y w+1 e /. If y is not nilpotent, this cannot occur, so rel and z'eyJ.
Hence y/ = I. Thus if / is nil, every one sided ideal of R is two sided, and all of CaldwelΓs arguments in [2] may be carried over to this case almost verbatim. The reader is referred to Caldwell for further discussion of this case. Whether a local hypercyclic ring can have nonnil radical is unknown. We show that it implies the existence of a very elusive type of ring, namely a simple radical ring (without 1 of course), which has linear ordering on both right and left ideals. 
(z')RS v(z)R. Since S( R v(R)) is a two sided ideal of v(R), S( R v(R)) = Rv(z')Sv(z)R = S(v(R) R ).
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